
BEIJING: Wu has staked out his patch of the Chinese
Dream. Married with a second child on the way, he
has a Beijing apartment and a car paid for by a tech
job with a comfortable salary. He has even jumped the
fence of China’s restrictive residency rules to move
from eastern Shandong province to the capital, near
the middle-class neighbourhood of Shangdi.

“Things are going pretty well,” the fresh-faced
thirty-something says with a smile. His ascent through
the hurly-burly of China’s competitive capital has
broadly tracked the leadership of President Xi
Jinping.

It is 10 years since Xi unveiled the “Chinese
Dream”, a grand vision to restore the country’s global
influence through a collective struggle for prosperity,
power and glory — steered by the Communist Party.

Its achievements include pulling tens of millions
from poverty into an economy fizzing on tech, manu-
facturing supply chains and the breathless energy of
1.4 billion people. That has brought new freedoms and
opportunities, alongside unexpected challenges for a
party primed for control and self-preservation.
“Everyone has their own ideals, aspirations and
dreams,” Xi said in a speech on November 29, 2012
shortly after he was made party general secretary.

“In my opinion, realising the great rejuvenation of
the Chinese nation is the greatest Chinese Dream.”
But as Xi prepares for the party to anoint him for an
unprecedented third term in office, some say that
dream is losing definition. Even in Shangdi, anxiety
lurks behind the baubles of affluence. Workers strug-
gle with burnout and the soaring costs of housing and
childcare, as well as the social pressures of marriage
— all in an economy weighed down by the COVID-19
pandemic. Expectations for the future are changing,
with potentially profound implications for China’s
direction. “People are chasing different things from
what they used to,” says 29-year-old Anna Chen, who
works for another tech firm in Shangdi.

Tech tales 
Over the last decade, hulking office blocks have

transformed Shangdi from an unremarkable suburb to
a landmark on China’s tech map. The area is near the
ruins of the Old Summer Palace — destroyed by
British soldiers in 1860 — a reminder of China’s “cen-

tury of humiliation” at the hands of Western nations
that still rankles in Beijing. Many of Shangdi’s new
residents work for tech giants such as Baidu,
Kuaishou and Didi Chuxing — companies that domi-
nate daily life in the world’s most populous nation and
now outsize many of their Western rivals.

With his wire-framed glasses, dark T-shirt and
sweatpants, 31-year-old Sheldon Zhang wears the
uniform of a generation of young tech professionals
who have emerged as some of the best-educated and
most cosmopolitan in China’s history. A fast-talking
college dropout who co-founded a startup in his early
20s, Zhang is now a user experience architect at a
major firm, tinkering with robotics and artificial intelli-
gence in a mission he says is for the “future benefit of
humanity”.

Hubs such as Shangdi are drivers of AI, quantum
computing, sensors and chips earmarked in the party’s
last five-year plan as essential for the next phase of
China’s development. But industry insiders warn a
“winter” has settled across the tech sector. In a wide-
spread crackdown, Beijing has been bringing to heel
major firms over fears they have too great a hold over
Chinese consumers. Revenue growth is in decline at
big-hitters such as Alibaba and Tencent, and job lay-
offs in the sector are rising. China’s economy grew
just 0.4 percent in the second quarter of this year —
its worst performance since the start of the pandemic.
“Without an explosion of new technologies, we may
start to slow down or regress,” Zhang says.

Reality bites 
Others are already feeling the squeeze. Li

Mengzhen, a 27-year-old strategy specialist at a
short-video platform, says the tech scene’s rank and
file now self-effacingly label themselves “digital blue-
collars”. “Our situation is quite similar to migrant
workers in the 1990s,” she says.

She has a decent salary but fears property owner-
ship in Shangdi, where apartments easily sell for
100,000 yuan ($13,900) per square metre, will forev-
er be beyond her. “We left our hometowns to work in
Beijing... but can’t say that we’re Beijingers,” says Li.
“Our coders are like the people who worked on
sewing machines or putting in screws... their jobs are
easily replaceable.” It is an ennui spreading across
much of her generation, with many seeking shared
solace in a counterculture of “lying flat” — abandon-
ing the endless work cycle to meet the impossible
goals of urban living.

China’s zero-COVID strategy has chopped back at
growth, making it even harder to get a job and then
keep it. Youth unemployment in urban areas has
repeatedly hit record highs this year, peaking in July
when nearly 20 percent of people aged 16-24 were
jobless, according to the National Bureau of Statistics.

But new city cultures also provide ladders out.

At a cafe in southern Shangdi, a beaming Feng Jing
says she has just quit her job at a video platform to
become a yoga teacher. “I’m someone who chases
freedom,” the 29-year-old says. “I don’t feel tied down
by money or other preconceived ideas.”

Family values 
At the district’s Love Park, giggling children chase

each other while being watched over by stone statues
inscribed with Communist shibboleths of China’s past.

“Stabilise low birth levels, raise the quality of the
newborn population,” reads one monument to a family
planning policy imposed in the late 1970s to slow
population growth, which restricted many families to
having one child. The government is now encouraging
couples to have up to three children to head off a
demographic crisis poised to burden a declining,
weary young workforce with the costs of paying for
hundreds of millions of retirees.

It is perhaps the biggest challenge of all to the
Chinese Dream, threatening to warp state spending to
provide healthcare and pensions for about 400 million
people over 60 years old by 2040.

If current trends continue, the population will likely
peak by the end of the decade before entering a “sus-
tained” decline, according to the state-linked Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences. Such a decline would
inflict “extremely unfavourable social and economic
consequences” on the country, the academy adds.

Moves to stir a baby boom, with tax breaks and
childcare rebates, have so far fallen flat. “One kid is
expensive enough,” said one father, declining to be

identified. Others question the need to marry or have
children at all — a radical position in a patriarchal
society where the pressure to start a family is high.

Tech worker Anna Chen said she aims to earn just
enough to travel the world and support her parents
through their dotage. “There are quite enough people
in the world already,” she told AFP, using a pseudo-
nym to avoid blowback from her employer. “And the
way society is developing, you can live well without
marriage or kids.”

Rejuvenated nation? 
In the shadow of a block of luxury apartments in

Beijing, 70-year-old Wang Yufu dozes through the
midday heat. Wang moved to the city from eastern
Jiangsu province around the same time Xi unfurled his
Chinese Dream. Spry and unassuming, he leads a team
of migrant workers beautifying Shangdi’s green
spaces, earning around 6,500 yuan ($917) per month
— several times his wages when he first arrived.

China’s rapid urbanisation in the last four decades
has depended on migrant labour. According to offi-
cial data, there are currently 290 million people from
the countryside working in urban areas, many
staffing low-paid jobs. But strict residency require-
ments and ballooning living costs prevent most from
settling in the cities they have helped to construct.
The lunch break over, Wang cajoled his team back to
work in a nearby park. Things are better than they
were a decade ago, he said, but big dreams are still
for other people. “People like us could never afford
houses here.” — AFP
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News in brief
Cholera outbreak in Syria

DAMASCUS, Syria: Syria’s health ministry has
recorded 39 deaths from cholera and nearly 600
cases in an outbreak spreading in the war-ravaged
country that the United Nations warned is “evolving
alarmingly”. A total of 594 cases have been record-
ed across 11 of its 14 provinces since late last month,
the health ministry said late Tuesday. “The situation
is evolving alarmingly in affected governorates and
expanding to new areas,” the World Health
Organization warned Tuesday. Most of those who
have died are in the northern province of Aleppo,
and it was not immediately clear if the dead were
included in the overall case tally. It is the first major
outbreak of cholera in Syria in over a decade. The
extremely virulent disease is generally contracted
from contaminated food or water, and causes diar-
rhoea and vomiting. It can spread in residential
areas that lack proper sewerage networks or mains
drinking water.

Torture rampant in DR Congo 

KINSHASA: Torture and degrading treatment is
widespread and practiced with impunity in DR
Congo’s conflict zones, the United Nations said
Wednesday, with over 3,000 cases recorded in the
past two years. A report published by the UN Joint
Human Rights Office and the UN peacekeeping mis-
sion in the Democratic Republic of Congo found
that 93 percent of the recorded 3,618 cases
occurred in areas of armed conflict in the central
African nation. Much of eastern DRC is prey to
armed groups, many of which are a legacy of
regional wars that flared during the late 1990s and
early 2000s. Militia attacks against civilians are
routine in the volatile region. On Tuesday alone,
rebels from the Allied Democratic Forces-which the
Islamic State group claims as its affiliate-killed 10
people in North Kivu province.

Danish PM calls general election 

COPENHAGEN: Denmark’s Prime Minister Mette
Frederiksen on Wednesday called an early general
election for November 1, with her left-wing block
neck and neck in the polls against the right and far-
right. “I have today informed the queen that elec-
tions to the Folketing (parliament) will be held,” the
Social Democratic leader told a press conference. In
office since June 2019, Frederiksen had to call elec-
tions by June 2023, under the Danish system. But
she had faced an ultimatum from a small party
propping up her minority government demanding
that she call elections before parliament’s first
debate on October 6. — AFP

‘Things are 
going pretty 

well’

BEIJING, China: File photo shows a child driving a go-kart in a mall in Beijing’s middle-class neighbourhood of Shangdi. It is
10 years since China’s President Xi Jinping unveiled the “Chinese Dream”, a grand vision to restore the country’s global
influence through a collective struggle for prosperity, power and glory. — AFP

UTTARAKHAND: Evacuees (L) rest after receiving first aid at
the ITBP Matli helipad station on October 5, 2022, after
being airlifted during a rescue operation for 26 missing
climbers struck by an avalanche in the northern state of
Uttarakhand. — AFP

NAGO, Japan: Anti-base activist Suzuyo Takazato (front L) walking in front of a protest outside Henoko US base in Nago,
Okinawa Prefecture. For decades, residents of Japan’s Okinawa have strongly opposed the US military bases that dot the
region. — AFP

Views on US 
bases shift in 
Japan’s Okinawa
GINOWAN, Japan: For decades, residents of Japan’s
Okinawa have strongly opposed the US military bases
that dot the region but a subtle shift is under way, driven
by Chinese sabre-rattling and economic challenges. The
bases are often seen as a disproportionate burden for
Japan’s sub-tropical southernmost region. Okinawa
comprises 0.6 percent of the Japanese archipelago’s
territory but contains 70 percent of the land used for
US bases, and over half the 50,000-strong troop pres-
ence. Base-related crime, accidents and pollution are
potent irritants for Okinawa’s 1.5 million residents.

But with Okinawa now a front line in the burgeoning
confrontation between China and regional US allies, the
bases are increasingly important for American and
Japanese defence strategies. “Okinawa has been given
an excessive burden,” said 39-year-old Ryo Matayoshi,
a municipal councillor in the Okinawan city of Ginowan.
But “if we think about the security of Japan and of east
Asia, the presence of bases on Okinawa is inevitable in a
way,” he told AFP. “A lot of people of our generation
recognise that reality.” Japan has long been wary of
China’s growing military, but the stakes have risen as
Beijing hardens its rhetoric on Taiwan and riles Tokyo
with incursions around disputed islands.

In August, Chinese drills in response to US House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s trip to Taiwan spotlighted the
issue, with several missiles landing in waters near
Okinawa. “China’s reaction to the Pelosi visit and the

Russian invasion of Ukraine... have elevated the threat
perception,” said Yoichiro Sato, a professor and foreign
affairs expert at Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University.

Crime, noise, pollution 
Anti-base opposition is deeply rooted in Okinawa,

which was an independent kingdom before Japanese
annexation in the 19th century. Tokyo used it as a buffer
to slow US forces during World War II and over a quar-
ter of the population died in the 1945 Battle of Okinawa.
US occupation only ended in 1972, under a mutual
treaty that left American bases in place. And persistent
flight noise, pollution and crime have kept anti-base
sentiment strong, according to 82-year-old politician
and peace activist Suzuyo Takazato.

Between 1972 and 2020, Okinawa’s government
recorded 582 violent crimes involving base residents,
and the kidnap and rape of a 12-year-old girl by three
US soldiers in 1995 drew more than 80,000 protesters.
The treaty governing US forces limits Japanese legal
oversight-a persistent sore point, said Takazato. “When
a helicopter crashed in the Okinawa International
University, US soldiers surrounded it and wouldn’t allow
any inspection,” she said.

In recent years, opposition has crystallised around
the planned relocation of Futenma air base in Ginowan,
sometimes called the world’s most dangerous base
because of its proximity to homes. The government
wants it shifted north to the less-populated Henoko, but
base opponents want it removed altogether. That is the
position of governor Denny Tamaki, a prominent anti-
base politician who was recently re-elected. But at the
local level, candidates backed by the pro-base Liberal
Democratic Party, Japan’s ruling party, are gaining
ground, including in the areas where Futenma and
Henoko are located.—AFP

Ten dead after 
Himalayas avalanche 
hits climbers
NEW DELHI: Ten people are confirmed dead after
an avalanche struck climbers in the Indian Himalayas,
police said Wednesday, with 18 other members of the
expedition still missing. Several dozen climbing
trainees were caught in Tuesday morning’s snowslide
near the summit of Mount Draupadi ka Danda-II in the
northern state of Uttarakhand.

The Indian air force and local disaster agency were
assisting with rescue efforts before heavy snow and
rainfall forced them to abandon the search overnight.
“Rescue teams have recovered 10 bodies,” the
Uttarakhand state police force said on Twitter after
operations resumed in the morning. Fourteen people
have so far been rescued from the site of the ava-
lanche, around 4,900 metres (16,000 feet) above sea
level, and police said five were being treated at a dis-
trict hospital in Uttarkashi. Police footage showed sev-
eral rescued climbers arriving in the town and walking
unassisted while escorted by officers.

Uttarakhand Chief Minister Pushkar Singh Dhami
confirmed on Twitter that accomplished climber Savita
Kanswal, who had summited Everest earlier this year,
was among the dead. Kanswal was an instructor with
the expedition and had been feted by the climbing
community for summiting the world’s highest peak and
nearby Makalu in just 16 days-a women’s record.

Dhami said the government would provide immedi-
ate financial assistance to those injured in the ava-
lanche along with the families of victims. State disaster
agency spokesperson Ridhim Aggarwal told AFP that
the climbers had been stuck in a crevasse after the
avalanche hit. The Nehru Institute of Mountaineering
said the expedition included 34 of its trainees, seven
instructors and a nursing assistant. Two air force heli-
copters had been sent to the region to assist with the
search, senior disaster management official Devendra
Singh Patwal told AFP.—AFP


